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Light planning is there first and foremost for the needs and 
well-being of people. The kreon product designs are created 
to answer the basic requirements of lighting. Offering targeted 
lighting solutions to enhance architectural aspects, direct at 
specific points or create contrasts. 

The layout of our living environment and the application 
of energy standards have a huge impact on contemporary 
lighting design.

Each of our products tries to meet your needs, influenced and 
inspired by our unique design language and developed for 
a sustainable future. The continuous developments in LED 
and optics technology play a major role in our effort to reduce 
energy consumption. However, matching the functional and 
aesthetic lifespan of the product itself is equally important and 
always a design motivation for kreon.
By combining these two ambitions, kreon wants to minimise 
its ecological impact and focus on sustainability.

The kreon downlights 60 focus on light quality in all its 
aspects. High efficiency, precise light distribution and visual 
comfort are achieved with the high-quality reflectors in 
combination with long-lasting LED light sources that lighting 
designers appreciate for their superior light. This range is an 
essential lighting design tool that can create a minimalist, soft 
atmosphere as well as a high-contrast, dramatic composition.
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Anti-glare
Glarefree optic 

UGR <19

Applications
Office

Hospitality
Residential

Shops
Galleries
Museums

Colors
Black & white 

other RAL colors 
on request 

Light quality
Powerful downlight 

High efficiencies 
(up to 91lm/W)

Great color rendering
and color consistency

Light distribution
Precise cut-off
Homogenous 

light distribution

Light management
5 optics available  

(SSP, SP, FL, WFL, WW) 
Tunable white-option 

(2700K—5000K) 
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Plasterkit

Trim

kreon aplis in-line 60

kreon aplis 60

kreon.com kreon downlights 60

Equipped with the very latest high performance faceted 
reflector technology in a fixed downlight, wallwash or 
adjustable luminaire (coming soon), kreon aplis (in-line) 
60 and kreon down (in-line) 60 offer optimal efficiency and 
uniformity.  The light emission in the primary beam of the 
downlight is precise and sharp without any diffusion and 
results in a glare-free high lumen output out of a discreet 
aperture.

Mechanical features

kreon aplis and down 60 are equipped with a one piece trimkit 
with louvre and easy to install leaf springs. kreon aplis in-line 
is a fully recessed downligh that is installed using a trimless 
plasterkit. The shallow louvre with an aperture of only 40mm 
ensures a maximum light output of up to 1270lm. Installation 
depth is limited due to the performant passive heatsink, which 
gives the downlights a high degree of flexibility in planning. 

Optical features

A highly specular optic with complex micro-faceted 
surfaces guarantees a high level of visual comfort with UGR 
values below 19. The expressively generated light cone is 
homogenous without scattering and contains all the lumens 
inside the beam. Available in 3 different beam angles, from a 
dense spot up to a very wide 69° beam makes the downlight 
a great lighting tool for unlimited applications. To create a 
uniform light intensity gradient in the vertical direction, a 
wallwash option has been added to the range. 
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Internal louvre
Improves glare protection 
and allows smooth 
integration in architecture 

Shallow (shown) or deep 
recessed options

Internal louvre
Improves glare protection 
and allows smooth 
integration in architecture 

Shallow (shown) or deep 
recessed options

Heat sink

LED module
Standard +90CRI, 
including 2700K - 4000K, 
tunable white,
dim-to-warm 

LED module
Standard +90CRI, 
including 2700K - 4000K, 
tunable white,
dim-to-warm 

Reflector
superspot, spot, 
flood, wide flood 
or wallwash 
options

Heat sink

Reflector
superspot, spot, 
flood, wide flood 
or wallwash 
options
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superspot 18°

566lm – 9.9W
narrow beam with high light intensity
highlight objects and add drama with 

strong light contrasts
UGR<19

spot 34°

717lm – 9.9W
highlight objects and stress details

set scenes or add drama with 
strong light contrasts

UGR<19

flood 54°

1037lm – 12W
achieve lux levels suitable for office spaces

wide light cone means economically 
less luminaires

UGR<19

wide flood 69°

1088lm – 12W
very wide light distribution for 

homogenous lighting 
optimize general lighting grid with a 

minimum of downlights
UGR 22

 

8000

C0 / C180

0° 15°

30°

60°

75°

45°

cd / 1000 lm
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wallwasher

807lm – 9.9W
uniform light distribution on vertical surfaces 

generates a contemplative atmosphere and gives 
space a broader impression 

create light effect comparable to diffused daylight

kreon    downlights 60 Project B&B Ohles
Location St. Vith, Belgium Photographer Serge Brison
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kreon aplis 60 and aplis in-line 60 are new ranges of round 
shaped recessed trim or trimless downlights with an aperture 
of 60mm. Equipped with the latest high performance faceted 
reflector in a fixed downlight or wallwash luminaire they offer 
optimal efficiency and uniformity.

High lumen output can be generated out of a discreet 
aperture. The light emission in the primary beam of the 
downlight is precise and sharp without any diffusion.

The combination of a flood optic with UGR<19 and a tunable 
white 2700K to 5000K makes kreon aplis 60 and kreon aplis 
in-line a perfect tool to bring general lighting in an office 
space, while the wide flood downlight makes it possible to 
illuminate spaces efficiently with a minimum of luminaires.

The powerful wallwasher ensures uniform light distribution 
with high lux values on vertical surfaces.

kreon    aplis & aplis in-line 60 Project Bastin Elektrotechnik Office
Location Lontzen, Belgium Photographer Serge Brison
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kreon down 60 and kreon down in-line 60 are new ranges 
of square shaped recessed trim or trimless downlights 
with an aperture of 60mm. Equipped with the newest high 
performance faceted reflector in a fixed downlight or wallwash 
luminaire they offer optimal efficiency and uniformity.

High lumen output can be generated out of a discreet 
aperture. The light emission in the primary beam of the 
downlight is precise and sharp without any diffusion.

The combination of a flood optic with UGR<19 and a tunable 
white 2700K to 5000K makes kreon down (in-line) 60 a perfect 
tool to bring general lighting in an office space, while the 
wide flood downlight makes it possible to illuminate spaces 
efficiently with a minimum of luminaires.

The powerful wallwasher ensures uniform light distribution 
with high lux values on vertical surfaces.

kreon    down & down in-line 60

kreon down 60
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Excellent light control for accentuation and wide beam

The core of the downlight series is the innovative internal 
optic. High lux levels are achieved in the precisely aligned 
light cone. The pronounced light cut-off of the optics results 
in a strong light image for both accent lighting and general 
lighting. 

kreon aplis (in-line) 60 and down (in-line) 60 include a 
LED light source designed to balance extremely high color 
rendering and accurate color consistency with high lumen 
output and efficacy. Additionally, a tunable white version of the 
downlight is available. The clover design of the optic allows 
perfect color mixing for tunable white LED light sources. With 
a CCT variation between 2700K and 5000K tunable white 
fixtures contribute to the body’s circadian rhythm.
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H [m (ft)] D [m (ft)] Max lux Med lux  = 26.8° + 26.8° luminaire flux = 1037lm

1.00 (3'3") 1.01 (3'4") 1465 858

2.00 (6'7") 2.02 (6'7") 366 214

3.00 (9'10") 3.03 (10') 163 95

4.00 (13'1") 4.03 (13'3") 92 54

5.00 (16'5") 5.04 (16'6") 59 34

H [m (ft)] D [m (ft)] Max lux Med lux  = 34.3° + 34.3° luminaire flux = 1088lm

1.00 (3'3") 1.37 (4'7") 993 489

2.00 (6'7") 2.73 (7'9") 248 122

3.00 (9'10") 4.10 (13'5") 110 54

4.00 (13'1") 5.47 (18') 62 31

5.00 (16'5") 6.83 (22'6") 40 20

H [m (ft)] D [m (ft)] Max lux Med lux  = 13.6° + 12.5° luminaire flux = 807lm

1.00 (3'3") 0.48 (1'7") 1485 911

2.00 (6'7") 0.95 (3'11/2") 371 228

3.00 (9'10") 1.43 (4'8") 165 101

4.00 (13'1") 1.91 (6'3") 93 57

5.00 (16'5") 2.38 (7'10") 59 36

H [m (ft)] D [m (ft)] Max lux Med lux  = 17.0°+17.0° luminaire flux = 717lm

1.00 (3'3") 0.61 (2') 2291 1406

2.00 (6'7") 1.22 (4') 573 351

3.00 (9'10") 1.84 (6') 255 156

4.00 (13'1") 2.45 (8'1") 143 88

5.00 (16'5") 3.06 (10'1") 92 56

spot

superspot

flood

wide flood

wallwasher

H [m (ft)] D [m (ft)] Max lux Med lux  = 9.2° + 9.2° luminaire flux = 566lm

1.00 (3'3") 0.33 (1'1") 4303 2776

2.00 (6'7") 0.65 (2'2") 1076 694

3.00 (9'10") 0.98 (3'3") 476 308

4.00 (13'1") 1.30 (4'3") 269 173

5.00 (16'5") 1.63 (5'4") 172 111
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kreon Inc.
North America
20 Murray Hill Parkway 
Suite #180
East Rutherford NJ 07073
United States of America
+1 (201) 298-44 48
usa@kreon.com 

kreon HQ
Industrieweg-Noord 1152
3660 Oudsbergen
Belgium
T +32 89 81 97 80
belgium@kreon.com
www.kreon.com

kreon Austria
T +43 1 715 44 25
austria@kreon.com

kreon China / The Belgian House
Changle Road Lane 672, No. 33,
Building No. 5, 
 Jingan, Shanghai
China
T +86 183 1711 3541
china@kreon.com

kreon France
5, rue d’Aboukir
75002 Paris
France
T +33 1 44 50 53 54
france@kreon.com

kreon Germany
Brühler Straße 11-13
50968 Cologne
Germany
T +49 221 937 22 0
germany@kreon.com

kreon Italy
Via V. Forcella 5
20144 Milano
Italy
T +39 02 89 42 08 46
italy@kreon.com

kreon Middle East & India
Dubai Airport Free Zone Area (DAFZA)
West Wing 6
Office 6 WA 634
P.O. Box 293889
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
T +971 56 705 2522
middle.east@kreon.com

kreon Poland
T +48 504 788 355
poland@kreon.com

kreon Scandinavia
T +31 (0)6 52 39 16 80
auke.bakker@kreon.com

kreon South East Asia
T +65 62 22 33 93
singapore@kreon.com

kreon Spain & Portugal
Ángel Guimera 7-9 local C
Barcelona 08017
Spain
T +34 931 589 135
spain@kreon.com

kreon Switzerland
Neufeldweg 6
5103 Möriken
Switzerland
T +41 61 316 74 01
switzerland@kreon.com

kreon The Netherlands
Danzigerbocht 39
1013 AM Amsterdam
The Netherlands
T +31 (0)6 52 391 680
the.netherlands@kreon.com

kreon Turkey
Sehit Murat Demirli Cad. 
Resadiye Yolu 76
Alemdag-Ümraniye 34794
Istanbul
Turkey
T +90 216 430 86 00
turkey@kreon.com

kreon UK
67 Maltings Place
169 Tower Bridge Road
London
SE1 3LJ
United Kingdom
T +44 (0)20 7740 2112
uk@kreon.com
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